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The aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) is a ligand-dependent transcription factor that regulates
the expression of multiple genes of importance for among other things organ development,
the immune system and the metabolism of exogenous and endogenous small molecules. AhR
activation by industrial chemical substances may lead to increased turnover of the endogenous
estrogen and thyroid hormones, possibly resulting in adverse outcomes.
A PubChem experimental data set on AhR activation with 324,858 chemical substances which
is heavily skewed towards inactives was used to develop QSAR models using a stepwise
rational training set selection approach. After randomly selecting equal proportions of actives
and inactives to make initial models, predictions of large external inactive selection sets were
made and used to rationally select and add inactives to the training sets. This was done in an
iterative process to produce final models. Two approaches were taken to select additional
training set compounds: in the first approach substances were added that were either predicted
incorrectly as positives or were out of structural or probability applicability domain, and in
the second approach substances were added with a more focused scope to optimize the
applicability domain for REACH substances. Final models resulting from both approaches
were used to predict approximately 80,000 REACH industrial chemical substances. The
advantages and applicability of each approach to predicting potential endocrine disruptors are
discussed.
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